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BACKGROUND
The two most recent federal transportation bills, MAP-21 and the FAST Act, established a performance management process and 
requirements for states, metropolitan planning organizations (MPOs) and public transit agencies. By applying local metrics to a set 
of national performance goals, these agencies can monitor the performance of their transportation network, prioritize 
transportation investments and evaluate the effectiveness of those transportation investments toward improving the overall 
system.

23 CFR 450.216(f)(2) requires the statewide, long-range transportation plan (Access Ohio) to include “a system performance 
report and subsequent updates evaluating the condition and performance of the transportation system with respect to the 
performance targets described in section 450.206(c), including progress achieved by the MPO(s) in meeting the performance 
targets in comparison with system performance recorded in previous reports”. This report has been created to satisfy these 
federal requirements.

Before diving into the details, here is an introduction to the primary steps of the performance management process:

Determine Baseline 
Value for each 

Required Measure

Set Target
(4-year, 2-year and 
for some metrics, 1-

year) 

Calculate Actual 
Performance

Adjust 
Transportation 

Investments and 
Targets as Needed
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KEY TERMINOLOGY OF PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT
The following terms are commonly used in the federal performance management process:

Baseline: The state’s starting point for any particular performance measure which is used to determine a reasonable goal, 
or “Target”, for that metric. The baseline is typically calculated by taking a rolling average of the five most recent calendar years 
for a specific metric. By using a five year rolling average, unusual fluctuations and outliers in the data are smoothed out, resulting 
in a more typical measure.

Performance Measure/Metric: One of the many transportation-related statistics that are used to monitor the 
status of Ohio’s transportation network and to determine whether pre-established targets have been met. Tracking these 
measures over time helps determine the progress being made by the state’s transportation investments, and helps identify where 
funding should be directed to achieve maximum benefit. These measures are set by federal regulations. An example would be 
“Number of Traffic Fatalities”.

Target: Using the baseline for a particular performance measure, an agency sets a goal of where it would like to be in either 
1, 2 or 4 years (depending on federal requirements). ODOT and its regional partners will strive to meet or exceed this target by
focusing transportation investments where they are most likely to have a positive impact. Targets should be realistically 
attainable, yet aggressive enough to require careful planning and investment, resulting in a meaningful impact if the target is 
met. An example target might be “A 2% statewide reduction in fatal automobile accidents”. Targets are then expressed as specific
numbers, based on baseline averages. Example: “1,055 or fewer automobile fatalities on Ohio’s roadways”.
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PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT CATEGORIES
The federal regulations have established four different categories of performance management (PM) measures:

Highway Safety (aka PM1): These performance measures track the serious and fatal automobile accidents on 
Ohio’s roadways, as well as the frequency of non-motorized accidents (bike, pedestrian, etc.)

Pavement & Bridge Conditions (aka PM2): These are known as the “state of good repair” (SGR) 
metrics. They are used to track the condition of Ohio’s roadways and bridges on the National Highway System (NHS)

System Performance/Reliability (aka PM3): a broad range of measures that help us understand the 
overall reliability, urban area congestion and the contribution toward air quality improvement of our transportation system

Transit Asset Management (TAM) & Transit Safety: a set of measures that helps determine the 
overall condition and safety of Ohio’s transit system assets
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The first category of transportation performance measures are the Safety measures. These measures help to 
understand the overall safety of Ohio’s transportation network. The Safety performance measures are 
applicable to all public roads covered by Ohio’s annual Highway Safety Improvement Program (HSIP), per 23 CFR 
490.203.

For calendar year 2020, ODOT will be striving for a 2% annual reduction in each of the five federally-required 
safety performance measures. Using a baseline of the five-year rolling average of the most recently available 
crash data (CY 2014-2018), here are the targets to meet or exceed through CY 2020: 

o 1,055 Fatalities
o 8,348 Serious injuries
o 0.91 Fatality rate
o 7.21 Serious injury rate
o 824 Frequency of non-motorized fatalities and serious injuries

The following graphs show Ohio’s progress in recent years for each performance measure.

PM 1: SAFETY PERFORMANCE MEASURES
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PM 1: SERIOUS INJURIES
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PM 1: SERIOUS INJURY RATE
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PM 1: FATALITIES
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PM 1: FATALITY RATE
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PM 1: NON-MOTORIZED FATALITIES AND SERIOUS INJURIES
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ODOT places the utmost priority on improving the safety of Ohio’s transportation system, and based on the 
preceding charts, the state’s safety investments are making an impact.

Injury accidents have dropped significantly over the last two years, with the actual injury numbers well below 
the 2020 target.

After several years of increasing numbers, the number of fatal vehicular accidents on Ohio’s roadways finally 
declined between 2017 and 2018. However, the total number is still slightly above the calendar year 2020 
target.

Similarly, non-motorized injury and fatal crashes have finally declined after several years of growth. The total 
number is very close to the calendar year 2020 average.

ODOT has set an ambitious 2% reduction for these performance measures, and all 17 MPOs have adopted ODOT’s 
Safety targets. With a continued focus on investing in projects to improve the state’s most unsafe roadway 
segments and intersections, we expect to see continued improvement and are on pace to meet each of the 
established targets.

PM 1: SAFETY SUMMARY
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PM 2: PAVEMENT AND BRIDGE CONDITION
The second category of transportation performance measures are the Pavement and Bridge condition measures. These measures help 
to understand the overall physical condition of Ohio’s roadway pavements and bridges – specifically, the percentage of these 
pavements and bridges are in “Good” or “Poor” condition. Please note that not all roadways and bridges are included – only those
located on the National Highway System (NHS), which includes all interstates, most U.S. and state routes, as well as some local 
roads/bridges that connect to critical infrastructure such as airports, shipping terminals, etc.

All of the PM2 performance measures require the state to set four-year targets and many of them also require two-year targets. Data 
will be collected and analyzed during each of these time periods to help assure the state’s transportation investments are maintaining 
Ohio’s pavement and bridge infrastructure in a state of good repair.

Using a baseline of the five-year rolling average of the most recently available pavement and bridge condition data (2014-2018), here 
are the targets ODOT plans to meet or exceed through 2022:

o Interstate Pavement: 50% Good / 1% Poor
o Non-Interstate NHS Pavement: 35% Good / 3% Poor
o NHS Bridges: 50% Good / 5% Poor

In August, 2020, ODOT will report 2-year mid-point progress and any adjusted 4-year targets to FHWA. The following graphs show 
Ohio’s trends and progress over the last five years. In addition to the statewide bridge and pavement conditions, the graphs also show 
the conditions for each of Ohio’s 17 metropolitan planning organization (MPO) areas:
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PM 2: INTERSTATE PAVEMENT
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PM 2: INTERSTATE PAVEMENT BY MPO AREA
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PM 2: INTERSTATE PAVEMENT BY MPO AREA
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PM 2: NON-INTERSTATE NHS PAVEMENT
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PM 2: NON-INTERSTATE NHS PAVEMENT BY MPO AREA
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PM 2: NON-INTERSTATE NHS PAVEMENT BY MPO AREA
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PM 2: BRIDGE CONDITIONS
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PM 2: BRIDGE CONDITIONS BY MPO AREA
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PM 2: BRIDGE CONDITIONS BY MPO AREA
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PM 2: PAVEMENT AND BRIDGE SUMMARY
ODOT invests heavily in its pavement and bridge rehabilitation/replacement programs, and these investments are having a notable 
impact when analyzing the aforementioned performance measures.

When focusing on interstate highways at the state level, Ohio has exceeded the “% Poor” target every year for more than a decade. 
Similarly, Ohio’s interstates beat the “% Good” target in each of the last three calendar years, with approximately 60% of the state’s 
interstate pavement rated as “Good”. At the MPO level, 8 out of 15 metro areas that have interstate highways in their region have 
exceeded the “% Good” target. However, all 15 MPOs were well below the “% Poor” target. Please note that two MPOs do not have
interstates in the Ohio portion of their regions (BHJTS and KYOVA), and are excluded from this analysis.

Looking at NHS non-interstate pavement conditions, Ohio exceeds the “% Poor” target each and every year. Unlike the interstates, in 
which most pavement is rated as “Good”, on Ohio’s non-interstate network the majority of pavement is only rated as “Fair”. However, 
with 45.2%  of pavements rated “Good”, Ohio still meets its stated target. At the MPO level, seven MPOs do not meet the “Good” 
target. Most of these are the large city MPOs, which have multiple competing transportation investment priorities in their regions. 
However, all 17 MPOs meet or exceed the “% Poor” non-interstate target.

Ohio’s NHS bridge ratings have increased steadily over recent years, beating the “% Good” target in each of the last three calendar 
years. At the state level, the “% Poor” rated bridges have declined too, falling well below the established target. The MPOs are doing 
an excellent job at maintaining their bridges, with the majority of MPOs exceeding both their “% Good” and “% Poor” targets.
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PM 3: RELIABILITY, CONGESTION & AIR QUALITY
The third category of transportation performance measures are the System Performance/Reliability metrics. These measures differ from those in PM 1 and PM 
2 in that most of them are not statewide in nature, but instead only apply to Ohio’s largest metropolitan areas. There are four sets of performance measures 
required by the PM 3 regulations:

Travel Time Reliability (TTR) – FHWA describes this set of performance measures as calculating “the consistency or dependability in travel times, 
as measured from day-to-day and/or across different times of the day”. These measures calculate an index of variability in the traffic delay drivers can 
anticipate on Ohio’s interstates and non-interstate NHS highways. The level of travel time reliability is also measured for truck traffic (TTTR).

Peak Hours of Excess Delay (PHED) – This metric measures the number of hours of excessive traffic delay (per capita) each year. This measure 
currently only applies to metropolitan areas with one million or more in population. However, in 2022, urbanized areas of 200,000 or greater will also be 
subject to the PHED measure. For this metric, excess delay is defined as travel time at 20 mph or 60% of the posted speed limit, whichever is greater, 
measured in 15 minute intervals during key travel windows.

% Non-Single Occupant Vehicle (Non-SOV) Travel – This metric, which is derived from the U.S. Census Bureau’s American Community 
Survey (ACS) data, illustrates the percentage of an urbanized area’s traffic in which multiple people are in a vehicle. Examples would include car pooling and 
transit vehicles. Higher levels of Non-SOV travel can reduce an area’s traffic congestion by removing additional vehicles from the roadways.

Air Quality Emissions Reduction – These metrics calculate the total reduction in three mobile source (i.e. vehicle-based) pollutants:
1. Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs)
2. Nitrogen Oxides (NOx) and 
3. Particulate Matter 2.5 Micrometers (or less) in Size (PM2.5) 

To determine the progress being made toward the established targets, the reduction attributed to every CMAQ-funded transportation project in a non-
attainment or maintenance area is calculated for each applicable pollutant. The total statewide reduction for each pollutant is then summed up and 
compared to its respective target.
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PM 3: RELIABILITY, CONGESTION & AIR QUALITY
All of the PM 3 performance measures require the state to set four-year targets, and most of them also require two-year targets. Data will be 
collected and analyzed during each of these time periods to help determine trends in travel time reliability, congestion and air quality. This data 
will also help to understand the impact that Ohio’s transportation investments are having on these metrics, and to assist in reprioritizing projects 
accordingly.

Ohio’s PM 3 measures and goals are as follows:
o TTR Interstate: 2-year and 4-year target = 85.0%
o TTR Non-Interstate NHS: 4-year target = 80.0% (2-year target not required)
o Truck TTR Index: 2-year and 4-year target = 1.50 Level of Travel Time Reliability (LOTTR)
o PHED Cincinnati: 4-year target = 12 hours (2-year target not required for this measure)
o PHED Cleveland: 4-year target = 10 hours
o PHED Columbus: 4-year target = 12 hours
o Non-SOV Travel Cincinnati: 2-year and 4-year target = 17.4%
o Non-SOV Travel Cleveland: 2-year target = 18.0%; 4-year target = 18.5%
o Non-SOV Travel Columbus: 2-year target = 18.2%; 4-year target = 19.0%
o Total Emission Reductions PM2.5: 2-year and 4-year target = 36.000 Kg/day
o Total Emission Reductions NOx: 2-year and 4-year target = 537.000 Kg/day
o Total Emission Reductions VOC: 2-year and 4-year target = 69.000 Kg/day

In August, 2020, ODOT will report 2-year mid-point progress and any adjusted 4-year targets to FHWA. The following graphs show Ohio’s trends 
and progress over the last five years (2014-2018). In addition to the statewide measures, the graphs also show the conditions for each of Ohio’s 
17 metropolitan planning organization (MPO) areas, as applicable:
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PM 3: TTR - INTERSTATE
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PM 3: TTR - INTERSTATE
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PM 3: TTR – NON-INTERSTATE NHS
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PM 3: TTR – NON-INTERSTATE NHS
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PM 3: TTTR FREIGHT RELIABILITY 
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PM 3: TTTR FREIGHT RELIABILITY 
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PM 3: URBANIZED AREAS
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PM 3: PHED: CINCINNATI, CLEVELAND, COLUMBUS
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PM 3: PEAK HOURS OF EXCESSIVE DELAY: CINCINNATI 
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PM 3: PEAK HOURS OF EXCESSIVE DELAY: CLEVELAND
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PM 3: PEAK HOURS OF EXCESSIVE DELAY: COLUMBUS
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PM 3: % NON-SOV TRAVEL: CINCINNATI
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PM 3: % NON-SOV TRAVEL: CLEVELAND
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PM 3: % NON-SOV TRAVEL: COLUMBUS
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PM 3: VOC EMISSIONS REDUCTION
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PM 3: NOX EMISSIONS REDUCTION
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PM 3: PM 2.5 EMISSIONS REDUCTION
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PM 3: SYSTEM PERFORMANCE SUMMARY
Overall, Ohio and its major urbanized areas are doing well at meeting or exceeding the PM 3 targets that have been set. The following is a brief 
summary of the performance for each measure.

Travel Time Reliability (TTR) – Ohio’s interstate system is quite reliable, exceeding the 85.0% target in each of the last five years. The MPOs 
generally follow suit, with only the Cincinnati and Columbus regions not yet meeting their targets. There is more variability on Ohio’s non-
interstate NHS highway network, particularly in the state’s largest urban regions. However, strong improvement has been made in recent years. 
The highways are reliable for freight traffic except in the three largest metropolitan areas.

Peak Hours of Excess Delay (PHED) – The Columbus region has a history of exceeding the PHED target, but in 2018, a spike in congestion 
caused the region to miss the target for the first time in five years. The Cincinnati region has consistently met its PHED target. Between 2014 and 
2016 Cleveland’s PHED was trending upward, however, a huge drop between 2016 and 2017 has helped this region exceed its already stringent 
PHED target.

% Non-Single Occupant Vehicle (Non-SOV) Travel – The Cincinnati region’s Non-SOV travel has fluctuated during the last five years, but 
is trending upward and is currently exceeding its 2 and 4-year targets. Cleveland’s Non-SOV travel has trended slowly upward. As of 2018, it met 
the established 2-year target, but strong growth will be needed to hit the 4-year target. Columbus’ Non-SOV travel has remained relatively flat. 
The region is close to its 2-year target, but is not on pace to hit the 4-year target.

Air Quality Emissions Reduction – As of 2018, the state’s VOC reduction targets are being met. However, a large spike in 2017 is having a 
significant positive impact on the 5-year average, making up for more modest reductions in other calendar years. The state’s NOx reduction 
average falls well short of the 2 and 4-year targets, underperforming in three of the last five years. Ohio’s PM2.5 reductions are currently 
exceeding the target. However, several years of modest reductions are masked by the tremendous PM2.5 reductions that occurred in 2018.
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TRANSIT PERFORMANCE
In addition to the previous performance measures, which focus primarily on automobile and freight traffic, it is also important to 
understand how Ohio’s mass transit/public transportation assets are performing. The Federal Transit Administration (FTA) has 
established a number of transit performance measures to achieve this end. There are two primary categories of transit performance 
measures:

o Transit Asset Management (TAM) – these performance measures (see 49 U.S.C. 5326) help identify whether a state’s 
transit infrastructure is in a state of good repair. Agencies must analyze statewide transit assets (revenue vehicles, other 
vehicles/equipment and facilities), comparing their actual age to established targets. Assets that are beyond their useful lives
will detract from Ohio being able to meet its statewide targets. Note that ODOT will not track all of Ohio’s transit agencies – only 
those that participate in ODOT’s TAM Group Plan. This TAM Group Plan includes Tier II transit providers, which are rural (Section 
5310 and Section 5311) or Section 5310 agencies in smaller urban areas. Public transit providers in urban areas which are covered 
by a Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO), will conduct their own performance at the agency and/or MPO level.

o Safety Performance Measures – these measures (see 49 U.S.C. 5329) quantify specific transit operations incidents to 
determine the level of safety offered by the statewide transit network. The four areas in which statistics are tracked are:
o Fatalities – the total number of reportable fatalities and the rate per total revenue miles (by mode)
o Injuries – the total number of reportable injuries and rate per total vehicle miles (by mode)
o Safety Events – total number of reportable events and rate per total vehicle miles (by mode)
o System Reliability – mean distance between major mechanical failures (by mode)

http://www.dot.state.oh.us/Divisions/Planning/Transit/Documents/TAM/ODOT_TAM_Group_Plan.pdf
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TRANSIT PERFORMANCE - TAM
The following tables illustrate the most recently available Transit Asset Management performance targets and measures, which were 
extracted from ODOT’s TAM Group Plan document. This data is current as of 8/31/2018. Please refer to the ODOT Group TAM Plan for 
updates as they are available.

Revenue Vehicles
Asset Class (NTD) Performance 

Target
Actual Measure 

(8/31/2018)

Target Met or 
Exceeded?

Automobile < 30% older than 8 
years 20% Yes

Bus (full-size) < 21% older than 14 
years 0% Yes

Cutaway Bus (small) < 2% older than 10 
years 8% No

Van < 10% older than 8 
years 23% No

http://www.dot.state.oh.us/Divisions/Planning/Transit/Documents/TAM/ODOT_TAM_Group_Plan.pdf
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TRANSIT PERFORMANCE - TAM
The following tables illustrate the most recently available Transit Asset Management performance targets and measures, which were 
extracted from ODOT’s TAM Group Plan document. This data is current as of 8/31/2018. Please refer to the ODOT Group TAM Plan for 
updates as they are available.

Equipment (Non-Revenue Vehicles)
Asset Class (ODOT) Performance 

Target
Actual Measure 

(8/31/2018)

Target Met or 
Exceeded?

Service Vehicle 100% less than 10 
years old 36% No

Mobile Vehicle Lift 100% less than 14 
years old 100% Yes

Generator 100% less than 10 
years old 100% Yes

http://www.dot.state.oh.us/Divisions/Planning/Transit/Documents/TAM/ODOT_TAM_Group_Plan.pdf
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TRANSIT PERFORMANCE - TAM
Transit Facilities
ODOT assesses transit facilities differently than it assesses vehicle and equipment condition. Rather than simply looking at he asset’s 
age, ODOT uses the Transit Economic Requirements Model (TERM). The TERM scale is a five point numerical scale (1-5), with 5 being 
the highest rating and 1 being the lowest rating. The following table defines the five points of the TERM scale:

Rating Condition Description

5 Excellent New or like-new asset; no visible defects

4 Good Asset showing minimal signs of wear; some (slightly) defective or 
deteriorated components

3 Adequate Asset has reached its mid-life; some moderately defective or 
deteriorated component(s)

2 Marginal Asset reaching or just past its useful life; increasing number of 
deteriorated components

1 Poor Asset past its useful life; in need of replacement; may have critically 
damaged component(s)
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TRANSIT PERFORMANCE - TAM
Transit Facilities
As of 8/31/2018, ODOT assessed 31% of the 26 facilities that it has capital responsibility for. Based on the TERM model analysis (see 
previous page), the following table illustrates Ohio’s transit facility performance:

Asset Class Performance Target Actual Measure
(8/31/2018)

Target Met or 
Exceeded?

Passenger Facilities 0% below a 3 0% Yes

Maintenance Facilities < 22% below a “3” 16% Yes

Administrative Facilities < 38% below a “3” 16% Yes
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TRANSIT PERFORMANCE - SAFETY
Transit Safety
On July 19, 2018, FTA published a final rule regarding the development of Public Transportation Agency Safety Plans at the local level 
(49 CFR § 673), which went into effect exactly one year later. ODOT and transit agencies have one year from the effective date (July 
20, 2020) to develop their own Public Transportation Agency Safety Plans (PTASP). The general requirements for PTASPs are as follows:

49 CFR § 673.11(3) – General Requirements
The Public Transportation Agency Safety Plan must include performance targets based on the safety performance measures established 
under the National Public Transportation Safety Plan.

49 CFR § 673.11(4) – General Requirements
The Public Transportation Agency Safety Plan must address all applicable requirements and standards as set forth in the FTA’s Public 
Transportation Safety Program and the National Public Transportation Safety Plan. Compliance with the minimum safety performance
standards authorized under 49 U.S.C. 5329(b)(2)(C) is not required until standards have been established through the public notice and 
comments process.

After ODOT and the transit agencies publish their transit safety plans and targets, MPOs will have 180 days to establish their own safety 
performance targets. Federal regulations require ODOT, Ohio’s MPOs and public transit agencies to coordinate to the maximum extent 
possible to ensure statewide consistency.
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TRANSIT PERFORMANCE - SAFETY
Transit Safety
Although ODOT and transit agency PTASPs are still under development at this time, ODOT has established performance targets for the 
small transit providers that opted into the state’s plan. The following table illustrates the federally required transit performance 
measures for which targets must be set:

Category Criteria

Fatalities Total number of reportable fatalities and rate per total 
revenue vehicle miles (by mode)

Injuries Total number of reportable injuries and rate per total 
vehicle revenue miles (by mode)

Safety Events Total number of reportable events and rate per total 
vehicle revenue miles (by mode)

System Reliability Mean distance between major mechanical failures (by 
mode)
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TRANSIT PERFORMANCE - SAFETY
Transit Safety
Each of the transit safety performance measures must be analyzed by mode. The following table illustrates the modes for which ODOT 
has tracked safety performance to date:

Abbreviation Vehicle/Service 
Type

Vehicle/Service Description

CB Commuter Bus Fixed-route service primarily connecting outlying areas with a 
central city. Generally uses large motorcoach buses. Limited 
stops

DR Demand/Response Vans or smaller buses that respond to passenger requests for 
pickups and drop-off at specific locations. No fixed routes or 
schedules

MB Bus Operate on fixed routes according to published, regular 
schedules
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TRANSIT PERFORMANCE - SAFETY
Transit Safety Performance
ODOT has established the target of a 2% annual reduction for each of the four transit safety performance measures. This 2% target 
applies to each of the three modes currently provided by Ohio’s small transit agencies. The table on the following page shows the 
specific targets for each of the small transit agencies that ODOT reports for in its PTASP.

The specific targets were calculated by applying a 2% reduction to the baseline performance (the rolling 5-year average from 2014-
2018) for each agency/mode. As previously mentioned, Ohio’s large transit agencies and the small transit providers that opted out of 
the state’s plan will establish their own targets within their individual PTASPs, due by 7/20/2020. Once targets are established for 
each agency, all of Ohio’s transit partners will determine if targets are being achieved, and collaborate on how to shift transit 
investments in order to address any areas that fall short of their goal.
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TRANSIT PERFORMANCE - SAFETY
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TRANSIT PERFORMANCE SUMMARY
Transit Asset Management (TAM) – At this time, the ODOT Office of Transit is gathering the latest available TAM data from 
Ohio’s public transportation agencies as part of the annual National Transit Database (NTD) reporting process. Of the assets that ODOT 
has reviewed, the state of good repair (SGR) performance targets are being met in most cases.

Ohio’s revenue vehicles (i.e. vehicles providing service to riders) are showing mixed results. Large buses have exceeded the SGR
targets, while the smaller vehicles that usually provide demand-response service are not meeting their targets. Ohio and its transit 
agencies will need to assess if increases in funding should be targeted at these smaller revenue vehicles in order to meet the TAM 
targets.

Regarding transit agency equipment, the average age of service vehicles is above the established target. However, non-vehicle 
equipment (lifts and generators) is in a state of good repair, and is exceeding the targets.

Ohio’s transit facilities appear to be in good condition overall, with each of the three categories (passenger, maintenance and 
administrative facilities) meeting their established SGR target.

Transit Safety Performance – At this time, the Public Transportation Agency Safety Plans (PTASPs) and transit safety 
performance targets for most agencies are still under development. ODOT has established safety targets for Ohio’s small transit 
providers, and actual performance will be available in future reports.

For the most current transit safety performance updates, please visit the FTA, ODOT or your local MPO’s website.

https://www.transit.dot.gov/performance-based-planning
http://www.dot.state.oh.us/Divisions/Planning/Transit/Pages/PTASP.aspx
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APPENDIX A: LIST OF ACRONYMS
ACS – American Community Survey
CFR – Code of Federal Regulations
CMAQ – Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality
CY – Calendar Year
FAST Act – Fixing America’s Surface Transportation Act
FHWA – Federal Highway Administration
FTA – Federal Transit Administration
LOTTR – Level of Travel Time Reliability
MAP-21 – Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century Act
MPO – Metropolitan Planning Organization
NHS – National Highway System
NOx – Nitrogen Oxides
NTD – National Transit Database
ODOT – Ohio Department of Transportation
PHED – Peak Hour Excessive Delay
PM – Performance Management
PM2.5 – Particulate Matter 2.5 micrometers (or less) in size
PTASP – Public Transportation Agency Safety Plans
SGR – State of Good Repair
SOV – Single Occupancy Vehicle
STIP – State Transportation Improvement Program
TAM – Transit Asset Management

TERM – Transit Economic Requirements Model
TTR – Travel Time Reliability
TTTR – Truck Travel Time Reliability
U.S.C. – Unites States Code
VOC – Volatile Organic Compounds
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